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 Edited by Pradeep Dhillon

 The Journal of Aesthetic Education (JAE) is a highly
 respected interdisciplinary journal that focuses on

 clarifying the issues of aesthetic education understood
 in its most extensive meaning. The Journal thus

 welcomes articles on philosophical aesthetics and
 education, devoted to problem areas in education

 critical to arts and humanities at all institutional

 levels; to an understanding of the aesthetic import of
 the new communications media and environmental

 aesthetics; and to an understanding of the aesthetic
 character of humanistic disciplines. The Journal is a
 valuable resource not only to educators, but also to

 philosophers, art critics, and art historians.

 Subscriptions start at $25.00 for students, $50.00 for
 individuals, and $144.00 for institutions.

 For more information please visit:
 http://www.press.uillinois.edu/journals/jae.html
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 Immigrant Identity
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 Edited by John J. Bukowczyk ^

 The next volume in the Common Threads series, Immigrant Identity
 and the Politics of Citizenship , is a joint effort with the Journal of

 American Ethnic History. Editor John Bukowczyk selected 14 articles
 that discuss the divisions and hierarchies that immigrants coming to
 the United States confront and how these immigrants shape and are
 shaped by the social and cultural worlds they enter here. Drawing on
 scholarship about ethnic groups from around the globe, the chapters
 illuminate the often fraught journey many migrants undertake from

 mistrusted "Other" to sometimes-welcomed citizen.

 Contributors: James R. Barrett, Douglas C. Baynton, Vibha Bhalla,
 Julio Capó, Jr., Robert Fleegler, Gunlög Fur, Hidetaka Hirota,

 Karen Leonard, Willow Lung-Amam, Raymond A. Mohl,
 Mark Overmyer-Velázquez, Lara Putnam, David Reimers,

 David Roediger, and Allison Varzally.

 Examine the full table of contents at

 http://www.press.uillinois.edu/common_threads.html

 e-book: $9.95 • paperback: $30.00

 To purchase: http://www.press.uillinois.edu/common_threads.html



 Public Affairs

 Quarterly
 Edited by Rebecca Kukla

 Public Affairs Quartërly (PAQ) is devoted to current issues in
 social and political philosophy. It specializes in contributions
 that examine matters on the current agenda of public policy
 in light of philosophical reflections and assessments. PAQ
 seeks to promote the understanding of issues óf public policy
 by publishing essays that bring philosophical depth and
 sophistication to matters on the agenda of public debate
 that would otherwise be left to the tender mercies of political
 rhetoric and journalistic oversimplification.

 Subscriptions start at $60.00 for individuals and $343.00 for
 institutions.

 PAQ is published by the University of Illinois Press on behalf of
 North American Philosophical Publications.
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 A bold challenge to human cruelty and indifference

 "At a time when the necessity for animal experimentation has been called more
 and more into doubt, the Linzeys show how deep-seated research paradigms,
 institutional inertia, and money from the biomedical industry can persuade an

 esteemed university like Oxford to press on with practices that to any dispassion-
 ate observer must seem barbaric. Their analysis is backed up by an impressive

 set of essays by philosophers, lawyers, and scientists."
 - J. M. Coetzee, Nobel Laureate for Literature

 "Essential reading. A comprehensive ethical analysis of animal experiments."
 - Sir David Madden, Senior Member, St Antony's College, Oxford

 PAPERBACK $29.95; E-BOOK
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 However, authors are authorized to send a limited number of PDF versions of their papers (no more
 than thirty) to selected colleagues after publication.
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 All other requests to reprint should be addressed to the University of Illinois Press, 1325 S. Oak
 Street, Champaign, IL 61820-6903, UIP-RIGHTS@uillinois.edu.

 MANUSCRIPTS

 The American Philosophical Quarterly welcomes original articles that advance our understanding
 of philosophical problems or positions, on any aspect of philosophy apart from history. Articles
 are subject to blind review and evaluated based on originality, rigor, depth of insight, mastery of
 relevant literature, and lucidity of style. The journal does not publish news items, book reviews,
 critical notices, or "discussion notes" (short or long). The journal does not consider articles under
 consideration elsewhere.

 Contributions should be 2,000 to 7,000 words in length and formatted as a Word document (or a
 file type compatible with MS Word). All files should be double spaced throughout. Endnotes are
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 authors using Word are advised to go to "File . . . Properties . . ." and delete all author-identifying
 information, under all tabs.

 Articles should be submitted electronically to the APQ online manuscript submission system here:
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 will allow you to track your manuscript through each step of the review and acceptance process.
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 PUBLIC AFFAIRS QUARTERLY
 The Public Affairs Quarterly is a scholarly journal intended to provide a forum for the philo-
 sophical scrutiny of public policy issues. The quarterly welcomes the submission of articles
 in English on current issues in social and political philosophy. However, only self-sufficient
 essays will be published, not news items, book reviews, critical notices, or "discussion notes"
 (short or long). Occasionally the editor may, however, commission in-depth critical studies
 of books or public documents of particular interest.

 The journal is published four times a year, in January, April, July, and October. Subscriptions should

 be sent to: Journals Department,University of Illinois Press, 1 325 S. Oak St., Champaign, IL 6 1 820;

 phone: 866-244-0626 (toll free), or 217-244-0626; fax: 217-244-8082; e-mail: joumals@uillinois.
 edu; www.press.uillinois.edu. Rates are $60 for individuals or $343 (print only or electronic
 only) or $385 (print and electronic) for institutions. All other correspondence, or submissions
 for possible publication, should be addressed to:

 Professor David Boonin
 Editor

 Professor of Philosophy, and
 Director, Center for Values and Social Policy
 Campus Box 232, University of Colorado
 Boulder, CO 80309-0232
 david.boonin @ colorado.edu

 HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY QUARTERLY
 The History of Philosophy Quarterly is a scholarly journal that interests itself particularly in
 papers which cultivate philosophical history in the spirit of philosophia perennis. Ideally, its
 contributions regard work in the history of philosophy and in philosophy itself as parts of a
 seamless whole, treating the work of past philosophers not only in terms of historical inquiry,
 but also as a means of dealing with issues of ongoing philosophical concern. The journal favors
 that approach to philosophical history, increasingly prominent in recent years, which refuses
 to see the boundary between philosophy and its history as an impassible barrier, but regards
 historical studies as a way of dealing with problems of continued interest and importance.
 The whole of each issue is devoted entirely to articles. (There are no book reviews and no
 discussion notes, but general surveys on particular topics may be published from time to time.)

 Subscriptions should be sent to: Journals Department, University of Illinois Press, 1325
 S. Oak St., Champaign, IL 61820; phone: 866-244-0626 (toll free), or 217-244-0626; fax:
 217-244-8082; e-mail: journals@uillinois.edu; www.press.uillinois.edu. Rates are $60 for in-
 dividuals or $343 (print only or electronic only) or $385 (print and electronic) for institutions.
 All other correspondence, or submissions for possible publication, should be addressed to:

 Professor Aaron Garrett

 Boston University
 Department of Philosophy Room 516
 745 Commonwealth Avenue

 Boston, MA 02215
 hpq@bu.edu
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